Young Scholar’s Network Workshop in Historical Ecology
(June 29 – July 2, 2009)

Notes:

- Attendees will be staying at Le Pavegnon bed and breakfast.
- Morning van pick up times will be announced at evening dinner.
- Emergency contact: Le Chatelot (project headquarters): 03-85-85-39-94 (within France); drop the zero and add country code (33) if outside France

Sunday June 28

6-10pm: Buffet dinner taken at participants’ convenience at Chatelot

Monday June 29

Morning:
Location: Mont Dardon or Chatelot (rain)
9:30  AIMES / IHOPE Overview (Kathy Hibbard)
10:00  Introductions
10:30  Overview of the region, the French Project, and use history of Mont Dardon (Crumley)
11:30  Sacred ecology of Mont Dardon (Meyer)

Lunch:
Picnic on Mont Dardon or Chatelot (rain)

Early Afternoon:
Location: Mont Dardon or Chatelot (rain)
Ethnobotany of Mont Dardon and its environs (Tickner)

Later Afternoon:
Free for exploration, becoming acquainted

Evening:
Location: Issy l’Eveque
Tour of Church in Issy l’Eveque and dinner

Tuesday June 30

Morning:
Location: Salle Polyvalente
9:00-10:30  Presentation on local farming and gardening (Crumley)
10:30-12:00  Presentation on Historical Demography (Jones)
Discussion

Lunch:
Al fresco or at Salle Polyvalente (rain)

Afternoon:
Location: a farm, gardens, and Salle Polyvalente
1:30-3:30  Visits to an historic farm and gardens (Crumley)
3:30-6:00  Group discussion of Historical Ecology based on workshop reading materials and participants' research experience

**Evening:**
Dinner Issy l'Eveque

**Wednesday July 1**

**Morning:**
Location: *Salle Polyvalente*
9:00  Presentation on hydrology and pond cores followed by a tour of Lucenier, Bassenier and la Valette ponds (Misner)

**Lunch:**
*Al fresco* or at *Salle Polyvalente*

**Afternoon:**
Location: *Salle Polyvalente*
1:30  Presentation on historic maps (Jones, Tickner)
3:00  Virtual presentation on GIS (Madry)
4:00-6:00  Group Discussion by participants on formulating interdisciplinary research questions and integrating various types of data

**Evening:**
Dinner Issy l'Eveque

**Thursday July 2**

**Morning:**
9:00  *Gueugnon market tour*

**Lunch:**
Location: *al fresco* or *Salle Polyvalente*

**Afternoon:**
Location: *Salle Polyvalente*
1:30  Group discussion followed by formulation of collaborative interdisciplinary research plans/proposals in Historical Ecology involving their own research (future collaboration might be with other participants in the workshop or with researchers not present)
3:30  Research proposals: small group or individual work
5:00  Wrap-up: participants present their interdisciplinary/Historical Ecology research plans

**Evening:**
Dinner at *Uxeau Cafe.*

**Friday July 3**
Departure (vans to stations at earliest needed drop off time)